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My invention relates to‘ a tumbler for‘ use in 
combination or permutation locks, and has par 
ticular reference to a tumbler having a nor 

’ mally-closed tumbler opening. While primarily 
' 5 intended for use in connection with new look 

constructions, my improved tumbler ' may be 
made of such a shape and size that it can be 
used to replace the conventional tumblers now 
generally used in combination and permutation 
lock installations, in which installations the tum 
blers have a normally ‘open tumbler opening 
which may be rendered visible irom'the exterior 
of the lock casing by the use of certain forms 

, of electric rays. 1 - 

15 In the usual construction of combination or 
permutation locks of the rotating tumbler type, 
such, for example, as the well known and widely 
used combination lock made by The Yale & Towne 
Manufacturing'Company, each tumbler is pro 
vided with an opening or recess which, when 
properly alined with the like openings of its 
adjacent, associated tumblers, permits the co 
operating lock bolt to enter the series of alined 
recesses to effect the ‘release of the locking mem 
ber, whereby the door or other closure with 
which the lock is associated, may be released and 
moved to open position. In such constructions, 
the proper alinement of the openings of the re 
spective tumblers requires a prior'k'nowledge'of 
a predetermined combination or tumbler setting. 
Recent developments and improvements in the 
art relating to X-rays and the gamma rays of 
radium have led to the production of relatively 
simple, portable apparatus for the generation 
of rays which will penetrate an ordinary lock 
casing and its associated parts to render the 
tumbler openings or recesses readily visible from 
the exterior of the casing, and hence, it is a com 
paratively easy matter for a burglar or other 

49' person not knowing the lock combination or 
tumbler setting, to resort to the use of such ap 
paratus to determine the relative position of the 
tumbler openings and to aline the ‘openings of the 
associated tumblers so as to effect the release of 

z the lock mechanism and‘ the door or other closure 
with which the lock mechanism is associated. , 
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It is an object of my invention to provide a ‘ 
tumbler for use in combination or permutation 
locks, in which the tumbler openingv is normally 
closed so that it cannot be rendered visible from 
the exterior of the casing by the ‘use of certain 
forms of electric‘rays. ' 

‘ It is an object of my. invention torprovide a 
tumbler for use in combination or permutation 
locks in. which the tumbler opening is normally 

(O1. 70-53) 

closed, and, hence, not visible from the exterior of 
the lock casing when subjected to penetration by 
certain forms of electric rays, the construction 
being such that the normal closure means for the 
tumbler opening may be moved to expose the 00 
opening only when the tumbler openings of all 
the cooperating tumblers are properly alined 
and the tumbler-engaging portion of the asso 
ciated lock mechanism is moved into said alined 
openings. ‘ 

It is an object of my invention to provide a. 
tumbler for use in combination or permutation 
locks of the rotary tumbler type, in which the 
tumbler opening is normally closed by a sliding 
plate which occupies said opening, the construc 
tion being such that this plate can be moved 
inwardly by the tumbler engaging portion of the 
lock mechanism, when the tumbler openings of 
the cooperating tumblers are properly alined to 
thus permit the said tumbler engaging portion 
of the lock mechanism to enter the tumbler open 
ings to permit the release of‘ the door or closure j 
with‘which the lock is associated. 

It is a further object of my invention to pro 
vide a tumbler of the type above described and 
including means for changing or varying the 
combination orsetting of the tumblers to con 
trol the point in the cycle of rotation of the re 
spective tumblers whereby their rotation is trans 
mitted to the adjacent tumbler to eiiect the alin 
ing of the several tumbler openings. 

' It is a further object of my invention to provide 
a tumbler for use in combination or permutation 
looks that may be used in‘ the construction of 
new lock mechanisms or for the replacement or 
substitution of conventional rotary tumblers now 
ordinarily employed in such lock mechanisms, my 
improved tumbler being simple in construction, 
cheap and easy‘ to manufacture, strong and 
durable, readily adjustable to vary the combina 
tionv or setting, and highly e?icient in' the pur 
poses for which designed. 
‘ In the accompanying drawings forming a part 
of this speci?cation and wherein, for the pur 
pose of illustration,‘ I have shown a preferred 
embodiment of 'my invention, 
Figure 1 is an exploded view showing in per 

spective the several component parts employed 
in the manufacture of my improved tumbler, and 
also showing a portion of the post and the snap 
ring usually employed with lock ‘mechanisms of 
this general type for supporting and retaining 
the tumblers, - r , . 

Figure 2 is a plan view of a completely as 
sembled tumbler embodying my invention, 
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Figure 3 is a plan view of a partial or incom 

plete assembly of the tumbler, 
Figure 4 includes plan and side views of one 

form of tool or instrument which may be em 
5 ployed'to assist in resetting the combination of 
the tumblers, ' 
Figure 5 is a plan view of a partial or incom 

plete assembly of the tumbler showing the sliding 
plate or closure in inner or non-closing posi 
tion, ‘ ' ‘ ' ' M '_ 

Figure 6 is'a vertical sectional view on the lines 
6—6 of Figure 2, ‘ ' 

Figure 7 is an enlarged sectional view on line 7—'1 of Figure 2, 

Figure 8 is an enlarged sectional view on the’ 
line 8—8 of Figure 2, and ~ _ . A, 

Figure 9 is a side elevation of my improved 
tumbler construction. ' ’ ' ‘ 

Referring to the drawings, wherein like ref; 
erence numerals are employed to designate like 

eerie. threeeheet. the severel views, the hhhteiel 
'11 eesishetes the east of e eehihthetieh at its 
tetieh leeh hteeheth ., eel‘ steel to reeei‘ve there 
in e ehtiehtr at .retety thhthlers ahteh are he? 
tethee es the rest ht’ teeehs of it sees $35.15 eeentee ere enter Within 
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Washers .seevine tel Preveht the translate 
the vrettttieh (it me thmhlet te the. temhtee eheeht .threueh “Pih he" 9933f? 
.tiblh es W?l'b? {easily hheersteed hy these Shiites? 
1h the wt In eeeehle W315 eteivthes, l 
have illhstreted ehly the tthetlet ehibetiyrihe the 
teetureset hey ihyeetteh, it heihe eeeetisteeei thet 
e plurality, see er- eve. 9i, these tumblers. ate 
its he hiethtee .ih eerehel, sneeett trehitieh es 
the Rest ‘15 ' ' - 

Betetrihe t2 the .eehstreetieh hi the 
‘ tumbler which terms the sshieet-thattet ef the 
present epplieetien, it will he seen that the eemprises 1.1 dish-like testy hertieh. t, herring e 
perinherel ?ange tend mended e tumble; 
opening e whieh ehtehes radially ef the ester 
nertiqh of the hedrmemher, ft and thtehsh the 
peripheral ?ange e- 'lthe'ehtis qt theeerieherel 
flange .5. edieeeht the ogehihg-? ere ehtheeh e 
shert eistehee herehsi‘ the wells ee?hihg the 
evening 6, ens! e .eleeulre. Plate. 1? is sheehh' 
mounted in the seisi seid .nhte having e 
tee ?ehee ,8. eerresPenthhs-ih width ehdthiehhess 
t9 the peripheral tense 5- The ehes hi the tee 

i ?ange i are neither; er greeted es et 9, said 
ereeves engaging the wells whieh .detlhe the spec: 
the to the settling- the Plate-'4 1h tenement 
ihte eh?! 911i hi the thhihlerenehihgl r Y . 
In ere-es te etevlht the elesere mete '1 teem 

veering ehtweteh Wheh it is. essemhlesi Within the 
egehihs 6! the lewet eer s 19 of said plate are 
extended to engage ben h a ?xed part of the 
Petty-teeth???‘ 4» thee Bette, ting the said state 
7 it leave. ihwetethi but ere-writing said‘ plate 
.f-reth heaving eutwetehi heyeh the peripheral 
?enee 5- In Order. retain the elesiir-e plate '1 
it! its. ehterhtest hesitieh whereby te, normally 
elese the tumhler themes. 6;; news the under 
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tide of them these .8 and the, teeter side of; 
e Rertieh Qt the ?ehee'h esiieeeht eeeh side ef. 
the ehehthe eyes eleetly 51.1.9312, the reterehee 
ehetetteis 1,1 the 1?. teeseetivela ehti etevidje e 
bow spring 13 of a length corresponding to the 
lehgth ef: the steeve it, the tehtieney er this 

‘ - shrine being to heheelhe three the relate it to its 
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outermost position with the top ?ange 8 ?ush 
with the peripheral ?ange 5. The ends of the 
spring 13 engage against the ends of the groove 
12 and when su?icient pressure is applied against 
the closure plate 7, i. e., when the tumbler-en 
gaging portion of the lock mechanism is forced 
against said closure plate, said spring will ?ex as 
clearly shown in Fig. 5 of the accompanying 
drawings and will permit the closure plate to 
slide toward the center ‘of the body member 4. 
As soon as the pressure of the tumbler-engaging 
portion of the lock is removed, the spring 13 will 
assume its normal bowed position within the 
grooves 11 and 12 and the closure plate 7 will be 
lthus" 'rnoved?outwardly to completely close the 

, tumbler opening. 
The central portion of the body member 4 is off 

set or depressed with‘ respect to the outer portion 
thereof and has its outer wall extending in a 
plane with the outer edge of the peripheral ?ange 
.5; this °F§et 9931.19.11 termihs at} ehnuler ehehlher 
1:1 eeleeted to hetlse sehte ef the working parts 
etc the ththhteh as hereinafter explained. The 
ihher end of the Offset Pertieh terminates in an 
enemy-extending sleeve er hub portion 15 which 
extends from the back of the body member 51 
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tewetil' the {rent thereof, and terminates in an ' 
hpstehdihs .tthnhler ?ange 1.6, the hub portien 
it elf. said hedy member having an internal 
diameter slightly greater than the diameter of 
the Best 1', whereby the tumbler can be retatably 
mehhted 911 said nest- Within the annular 
ehelhbehlt I went a pair of relatively flat 
springs 17, each secured at diametrically oppo-. 
Site, sites Of the ,ehemher l4 by means 9f rivets 
or other fastening means 18, the central portion 
of each of these spring members lying ?at against 
the well 9f the chamber and the opposite ends 
of said springs ?exing @W?y .fIOm said wall. 
A member 1_9 having a disk?ike body portion 

2!? ptevided. with a central evening 21 of slightly 
greater diameter than the hub 15, is mounted 
en the said hub l5 before the flange 16 is turned 
up or formed. This member ‘19. is slightly less 
in diameter than the annular chamber 14, and 
is previded with a peripheral ?ange 22 which 
extends to one side only of said member, the 
outer face of this ?ange being inclined and pro 
yicled with a plurality of teeth 23, it being under, 
stpod that this member 19 is freely rotatable 
entire hub 15 and within the annular chamber 
lfl, and that the springs 17 engage the back of 
this member and tend to force the same away 
from the back wall of the annular chamber 14. 
The peripheral ?ange 22 is cut away as indicated 
at 24, A fly ring 25 having a ?y member 26 is 
mounted-on the hub 15 prior to the turningeup 
or forming of the ?ange'lG, with the fly 26 extend: 
ing into the output portion 24 of the flange 22. 
The annular ?ange 1.6 is then turned up or other 
wise formed to retain the members on the'hub 
15, it beingunderstood that both members 19 
and 25 are freely rotatable with respect to the 
hub 15, and‘that the engagement of the ?yl26 
with the ends of the cut out portion 24, permits " 
limited rotation between the ?y ring 25 and the 
member 19. 
An annular member 27 is next provided, said 

member having its inner surface inclined to cor 
respond with the inclination of the inclined sur— 
face on the ?ange 22 and being provided with a 
plurality of teeth 28 adapted to'register or mesh 
with the teeth 23 on the member 19. The annular 
member; has its inner side ‘face welded, brazed 
or. otherwise secured to. the face of the body ' 
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member 4 and is provided’ with diametrically op 
posite, arcuate openings 29 which extend com 
pletely through the said annular member 2'7, each 
of these openings having arcuate plug members 
30 inserted therein. ' I r ' 

The outer walls of the openings 29 are V-shaped 
in cross section as shown at 31 in Fig. 8, and 
the outer walls of the plug members 30 are corre 
spondingly' shaped, the relative shape and size 
of these plug members with respect to the open¢ 
ings 29 permitting said plugs to be moved in 
wardly a short distance but preventing said plugs 
from falling out of i the said openings 29 when 
assembled therein, it being‘ noted that said plugs 
‘30 normally project a short distance beyond the 
outer side wall of the annular‘ member 27 as best 
shown in Fig. 8. The inner side and bottom edges 
of each of the plug members 30 are cut away or 
inclined to correspond‘ to the inclination of the 
teeth '23 on the ?ange 22 of the member 19, these 
inclined surfaces preferably being-smooth or ?at, 
i. e., devoid of teeth. In Fig. 4 of the accompany 
ing drawingsyI have shown a form of tool 32 
having depending portions 33 at each end thereof, 
the distance between the centers of these de 
pending portions 33 being approximately the 
same as the distance between the diametrically 
opposite plug members 30 of the tumbler con 
struction above described. ‘ 

‘In order to transmit rotation of one tumbler 
to the adjacent tumblers by means of the usual 
“ pin‘ and ?y ” connection, I provide on the back 
of each tumbler a projection 34 which, when the 
tumblers are properly assembled on the tumbler 
post 1, will extend into the face of the adjacent 
tumbler to engage the fly 26 to transmit the 
rotation of one tumbler to its adjacent cooper 
ating tumbler. In the accompanying drawings I 
have shown the pin or projection 34 arranged on 
the back of the body portion 4 in a line with the 
tumbler opening 6, but in manufacturing my im 
proved tumblers I prefer to arrange these plugs‘ 
at different positions with respect to said tumbler 
opening, i. e., the position of said pin or pro 
jection 34 will vary in each one-hundred tum 
blers manufactured. ' 
When a plurality of these tumblers made in 

accordance with my present invention are as 
sembled on the post 1, the ?rst 'of said tumblers 
vis rotated on said post through the instrumen 
tality of an operating knob, operating shaft and 
primary drive wheel, all of which are old and 
well known mechanisms, ‘the construction and 
operation of which’is obvious to those skilled 
in the art.‘ Due to the “pin and fly” connection 
existing between adjacent tumblers, the rota 
tion of the ?rst of the tumblers is transmitted to 
the second tumbler and so on through the four 
or ?ve tumblers arranged on the post 1. A prop 
er manipulation‘ of the operating knob, which 
manipulation requires a prior knowledge of the 
combination or “setting” of the tumblers, brings 
all of the tumbler openings 6 in alinement, where 
upon the inner or “fence” end of the lock bolt 
can move into the normally closed tumbler open 
ings 6 to permit the releasing of the lock mech 
anism, the inward movement of said inner or 
“fence” end of the lock bolt forcing the plate 7 
of each tumbler inwardly against the spring 13 
to a position corresponding to that shown in Fig; 
5 of the accompanying drawings. As soon’ as the 
lock mechanism is closed, i. e., the inner or 
“fence” end of the lock bolt 'is removed from 
the tumbler openings, the spring 13 moves to its 
normal position and forces the plate '7 outwardly 

3 
to again close the tumbler opening. During the 
inward and outward movements of the plate 7, 
said plate is guided by the engagement between 
the grooves or notches 9 and the adjacent walls 
of the body member which de?ne the opening 6, 
it being noted that when the plate 7 is in its 
inner position, it occupies a position within the 
annular chamber 14 between the inner wall of 
said chamber and the rear wall 20 of the annular 
‘member 19. It will thus be seen that I have pro 
vided a construction in which the tumbler open 
ing is normally closed so that it cannot be ren 
dered visible from the exterior of the casing by 
the use of certain forms of electric rays, and in 
which the normal closure means for the tumbler 
opening may be moved to expose the said open 
ing only when the tumbler openings of all the 
cooperating tumblers are properly alined and the 
tumbler-engaging portion of the associated lock 
mechanism is moved into said alined openings 
to permit the release of the door or closure with 
which the lock is associated. 
In order to permit the changing 'of the lock 

combination or setting, whereby to control the 
point in the cycle of rotation of- the tumblers 
where the rotation of one tumbler is transmitted 
to the adjacent tumblers to effect the alining of 
the several tumbler openings, I have provided 
novel means for selectively varying the position 
of the "‘?y” member of'each tumbler. To this 
end, I provide the faces of the members 4 and 
27 with a series of graduations numbered in a 
counter-fclockwise series of consecutive numerals, 
say'from 1 to 100 inclusive, and corresponding 
with the unit marks or graduations on the dial 
associated with the operating knob of the lock 
'inechanism. ‘The front edge of the member 19 
is provided with a suitable markadapted, when 
the member 19 is rotated, to be brought into reg 
istry with any one of the graduations on the 
members 27 and 4, it being noted that in Fig. 2 of 
the accompanying drawings, the said mark is 
in registry with the graduation “65”, i. e., the 
combination or “setting” for this particular tum 
bler is “65”. To effect the rotation of the mem 
ber 19 to bring the mark thereon into registry 
with any of the numerals to vary the position of 
the ?y member 26 with respect to the tumbler 
opening 6, it is necessary to engage the faces of 
the‘ plug members 30 with a suitable instrument. 
for-example, the tool shown in Fig. 4 of the ac 
companying drawings, and to push the said plug 
members 30 inwardly. This moves the member 
19 into the chamber 14 against the springs 17 
therein and disengages the teeth 23 from the 
teeth 28, vwhereupon the member 19 can be-ro 
tated about the hub portion115 to bring the mark 
on said member into registration with the desired 
graduation on the member 27. As soon as the 
proper registration is obtained, the tool or in 
strument is removed from contact with’ the plug 
members 30and the springs 17 move the member 
19 out of the chamber 14 and force the teeth 23 
into engagement with the teeth 28 to thereby hold 
the member 19 against further rotation on the 
hub 15. r ' ' 

' To form a new‘combination or setting with 
the combination~changing mechanism above de-' 
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scribed, it is‘ necessary to remove the tumblers, _ 
say four in number, and their associated spacing 
washers, from the post 1, this removal being per 
mitted by disengaging’ the snap ring 2 from the 
post‘ groove 3. Assuming that the combination 
desired is “10—-20—30—40”, it is only necessary 
to depress the plug members 30 of the ?rst tum; 150 
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A 
bler to disengage the teeth 28 from the teeth 28 

and to rotate the member?o on the hub 15 the mark on the edge of the ,?ange22 comes oppo 

site the numeral “10” on the taco of the member 
27. This adjusted tumbler is then replaced on 
the post 1 and a washer (not shown) placed next 
to it, Operate the same way for the. second tum 
bler, rotating the member 20 until mark on 
the edge of the ?ange 22 is opposite the numeral 
“20”. This second tumbler is then replaced-on 
the post 1 Vanda washer-(notshown) placed next 
to it, the pin or projection 34 of the first tumbler 
projecting into the annular space between'the 
?ange 22 and the member :25 to engage the-?y 
member 26 to transmit the rotation of the first 
tumbler to the second tumbler. The other two 
tumblers are similarly operated to set them at 
“30” and “40” respectively, and after being placed 
in position on the post 1, the snap ring 2 is re 
placed in the groove 3 to hold the tumblers on said 
post, it being understood that the “?yra-nd Din” 
connection between the primary drive wheel and 
the adjacent tumbler and between the consecu 
tively adjacent tumblers, transmits the rotation 
of the shaft to the tumblers and that by a'proper 
manipulation. of the knob and dial for a “l0——20— 
30——40" combination setting, the tumbler open 
ings 6 are moved into axial alinement, this aline 
ment permitting the inner or “fence” end of the 
lock bolt to engage the closure plates 7 and to 
move them inwardly to release the lock mecha 
nism. . ‘ , 

It is to, be understood-that the form of my in 
vention herein shown and described is to be taken 
as a preferred example ‘of the same and that 
various changes may be made in the shape, size 
and, construction of parts without departing from 
the spirit of my invention or the scope of the 
subjoined claims, I > , 

Having thusdescribed my invention, I claim: 
1. ,A tumbler for combination locks compris 

ing a body member having aperipheral ?ange 
and a tumbler opening extending, through said 
?ange, a sliding plate ?tting within said opening 
and having a top ?ange thereon corresponding in 
width and thickness to the said peripheral ?ange, 
and a spring engaging beneath the top ?ange of 
the sliding plate to retain theplate in a position, to 
normally-close the tumbler opening. _ . 

2. A tumbler for combination locks comprising 
a disk-like body member having a ‘peripheral 
?ange and having a tumbler opening extending 
through said ?ange, a sliding plate ?tting with 
in said tumbler opening and having a top ?ange 
thereon, and a spring engaging beneath the 
?anges to retain the plate in a position '- to nor 
mally close the tumbler opening. _ - ' . 

3. A tumbler forcombination lockscompris 
ing a disk-like body member having a peripheral 
?ange and, having a tumbler opening extending 
through said ?ange, said ?ange having a groove 
on its underside extending on opposite sides of the 
tumbler opening, a sliding plate ?tting within 
said tumbler opening and having a top ?ange 
thereon, said top ?ange having a groove on its 
underside, and a spring positioned within, the 
grooves to retain the plate in a position to nor 
mally close the tumbler opening. _ a 

4. A tumbler for combination locks comprising 
a body member having a tumbleropening, a slid 
ing plate ?tting within the tumbler opening and 
having a ?ange extending beyond, the sides of 
said plate, said ?ange being grooved at its 
ends to engage the walls de?ning the/tumbler 
opening. and a spring engaging the plate to re 

tain ‘the same in a position to normally close the 
tumbler opening . . 

5. A tumbler for combination locks comprising 
atdisk-like body vmember having .a peripheral 
?ange and having a tumbler opening extending 
through said ?ange, the ends of the peripheral 
?ange terminating short of the ‘walls de?ning 
the tumbler opening, :a sliding plate ?tting with 
in said open-ing and a top ?ange there 
on, the ends of saidv ?ange extending beyond 

‘ the walls de?ning the tumbler opening and being 
grooved to engage said ‘walls, and a spring engag 
ing beneath said'top ?ange to retain the plate in 
a position to normally close the tumbler opening. 

6. A tumbler for combination locks compris 
ing a disk-likev body having an offset central 
portion forming an annular chamber, the pe 
ripheral portion of said body; having a tumbler 
opening therein, a?y member positioned within 
said chamber and movable to a selected position 
to determine the setting of the tumbler, a look 
ing ring secured to the ‘tumbler adjacent the an 
nular chamber, and means for moving said an 
nular ?y member into engagement with the look 
ing ring to retain the fly member in selected 
position... 

7. A tumbler-for combination locks comprising 
a disk-like body having an offset central portion 
forming an annular chamber, the peripheral por 
tion of said body having a tumbler opening there 
in, an annular ?y vmember positioned within said 
chamber and movable to a selected position to 
determine the setting of the tumbler, a locking 
ring secured to the tumbler adjacent the annular 
chamber, resilient means for normally retaining 
said ?y member in engagement with the locking 
ring, and means to move said ?y member out of 
engagement with the locking ring to permit the 
tumbler setting to be changed. 

8. A tumbler for combination locks compris 
ing a disk-like body having an offset central por 
tion forming an annular chamber, the peripheral 
portion of saidbody having a tumbler opening 
therein, an annular member positioned within 
said chamber and movable, to a selected position 
to determine the setting of the tumbler, said an 
nular member having ,a toothed surface, a ?y 
member carried by and movable with said annu 
lar, member, a locking ring secured to the tumbler 
adjacent the annular chamber and having a 
toothed surface, means for normally retaining 
the teeth of the annular member in engagement 
with the teeth of the locking ring to prevent 
rotation of said annular member and associated 
fly member independently of the body of the 
tumbler, and means for moving the annular mem 
ber to disengage the teeth to permit the tumbler 
setting to be changed. , 

9. A tumbler for combination locks, compris 
ing a disk-like body having an offset central 
portion forming an annular chamber, the periph 
eral portion of said body having a tumbler open~ 
ing therein, an annular member positioned with 
in, said chamber and movable to a selected posi 
tion to determine ‘the setting of the tumbler, 
said annular member having a toothed surface, 
a ?y member carried by, and movable with said 
annularmember, a locking ring secured to the 
tumbler adjacent the annular chamber and hav 
ing a toothed surface, a spring engaging the an 
nular member to normally retain the teeth of said 
member and the teeth of the locking ring in en 
gagement to prevent rotation of said annular 
member and associated ?y member independent 
ly of the body of the tumbler, and means for 
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moving the annular member to disengage the 
teeth to permit the tumbler setting to be changed. 

10. A tumbler for combination locks, compris 
ing a disk-like body having an offset central por 
tion forming an annular chamber, the peripheral 
portion of said body having a tumbler opening 
therein, an annular member positioned within 
said chamber and movable to a selected position 
to determine the setting of the tumbler, said 
annular member having a ?ange provided with 
teeth on its outer surface, a ?y member carried 
by and movable with said annular member, a 
locking ring secured to the tumbler adjacent the 

S 
annular chamber and having a toothed inner sur 
face, springs mounted within the annular cham 
ber and engaging the back of the annular mem 
ber to normally retain the teeth on the ?ange 
in engagement with the teeth on the locking ring 
to prevent rotation of said annular member and 
associated ?y member independently of the body 
of the tumbler, and a plug member carried by 
the locking ring adapted to move the annular 
member to disengage the teeth to permit the 
tumbler setting to be changed. 
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